
Public Utilities Commission Approval for Construction of 100 kV Transmission Line  
Request for Certificate of Convenience and Necessity 

Generally Governed by M.R.S.A. 35-A § 3132 and Chapter 330 of MPUC Rules 
 

These procedures apply to the construction by a transmission and distribution utility of a transmission line  
operating at 100 kV or more, or a transmission line of 69 kV or more constructed or operated by the Northern 
Maine Transmission Corporation or financed by the Finance Authority of Maine, pursuant to Title 10. 
 

 
 
  Developed by the Maine Public Utilities Commission 
  April 12, 2004 

Other Possible Approvals: 
 - DEP/LURC (siting) 
 - Utility, ISO-NE, FERC  
   (interconnection) 
 - Local zoning ordinance 
-  MDOT/Turnpike authority 
   (public way) 
 
Consider: 
 - Eminent domain  
 - Municipalities 
 - Utilities 
 - OPA 

PUC cite any deficiencies 
(Chap 334) 

PUC notice proceeding, 
notify interested persons, 

hold case conference 

Filing to include: 
 - Proposed location & impacts 
 - Location of various features such as 
    parks, historic areas, streams, etc. 
 - Physical & electrical characteristics 
    of line 
 - Corridor descriptio n 
 - Costs 
 - Grid revisions 
 - Alternative routes   
 - Alternatives to construction 
 - Impact on grid reliability 
 

Developer notify 
municipalities 
through which line 
will run (3132(2)) 

PUC hold public 
hearing(s) as needed 

Parties issue and answer 
data requests, negotiate, 

possibly revise plans 

Commission deliberate 
stipulation 

Commission deliberate 
proposal. 

                Likely to Consider: 
- Harm to ratepayers 
- Required by open market forces 
- Duplication of services 
- In another utility’s territory 
- Harm to another utility’s ratepayers 
- Good for region economically  
- Most economic or better route 
- Safety and reliability of line & grid 

Utility or private developer files at PUC for 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity; 

pays filing fee unless waived (3132(2)&(9))  

            Do Not Consider: 
- Land use trade-offs  
- Environmental impact except as it  
   affects economics 
- Economics, if ratepayers not impacted 

 
Settlement

? 

Joint meeting, DEP,LURC,PUC,  other agencies, to 
discuss  sequence and efficiencies. 

 

Maximum 60 days 

Consider joint DEP or 
LURC  public hearing 

Commission issue decision.  May approve 
subject to changes in line’s characteristics 

(3132(5)&(6)) 

Decision made within 6 
months of petition, but can 
be extended by agreement or 
if party seeking extension 
unreasonably disadvantaged 
otherwise 

Cooperate with DEP or 
LURC and municipalities in 
preparing map (3132(4)) 

Meet with applicant, others, regarding process 

   

 

PUC may override 
municipal zoning ordinance 
or LURC through a separate 
proceeding 

If BEP modifies location, size or character 
developer notify PUC (3132(7)), and if 
modifications add >20%, PUC must re-

review (3132(8))  30-A  MRSA 
§4352(4) 

12 MRSA 
§685-A 

PUC attend LURC/DEP Pre-App with applicant 

3132(4) and 
Chapter 330 
§ 10 and 11 


